The JLPT will take place on July 4, 2021.
Venue - Rectorate of Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski ”, north wing, 1st and 2nd floor. The
entrance is from “St. Kliment Ohridski ”Str., near Shipka Street.
At the entrance of the building there will be a check of the body temperature of each participant.
In order to avoid gathering a large group of participants in front of the building the entrance to
the building will be in a certain schedule by levels:
N1, N2 - from 11.50 am to 12.00 pm
N 3 - from 12.00 pm to 12.10 pm
N 4 - from 12.10 pm to 12.20 pm
N 5 - from 12.20 pm to 12.30 pm
Participants who are late for the respective level will enter after all the others.
At the entrance there will be directions indicating how to reach the hall, corresponding to the
number of your voucher and conservators who will guide you.
You will take the exam in the hall corresponding to your number. Еach participant`s place in the
hall will be determined by the number of his voucher. Please do not take another place!
You must carry with you:
1. printed voucher
2. ID card (or passport, student card / notebook with photo).
3. black pencil - with hardness №2 or HB for filling in the answer sheets
4. soft rubber.
5. personal protective equipment - masks, disinfectant.
Distribution by halls:
LEVEL

HALL

VOUCHER NUMBER –
The last five digits of the registration number

N1

241

from № 10001 to № 10023
№ 11001

N2

252 А и Б

from № 20001 to № 20061
from № 21001 to № 21003

N3

256

from № 30002 to № 30046

N3

267

from №30047 to №30080
from № 31001 to № 31005

N4

245А

from № 40001 to № 40035

N4

245Б

from № 40036 to № 40069

N4

Hall 2

from № 40070 to № 40094
from № 41001 to № 41010

N5

255

from № 50001 to № 50093

N5

243

from № 50094 to № 50128
from № 51001 to № 510015

STA-N 5

233

We wish you luck. We look forward to seeing you on July 4th!

№ 50010

